Synapses are critical components of an artificial neural network. Bacteriorhodopsin thin film can be used to construct compact, finely graded synapses for an optoelectronic neural network, based on its photochromic properties. Measurements show that these photochromic changes are blocked at low temperature. Thermal gating will allow synapses to be written on the film optically and then read without erasure by the same light and also will permit local implementation of an associative learning rule for updating synaptic weights. © 1997 Optical Society of America
In recent years there has been a resurgence of interest in artificial neural networks, and several optical implementations have been investigated, 1 -3 including optoelectronic implementations that use bacteriorhodopsin (BR). 4 -6 Neural networks are intrinsically parallel computers, and optics can provide the massive parallelism and interconnectivity that they require. The key components of neural networks are the synapses between the neurons. The synapses are the loci of signal processing, learning, and memory. BR has photochromic properties that enable one to construct functionally complete synapses in the form of a thin-f ilm optically addressed spatial light modulator 7, 8 as part of an optoelectronic neural network. Here I present measurements of some properties of BR relevant to synaptic functions and describe the BR artificial synapses that can be constructed.
The BR photocycle is shown in Fig. 1 .
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Absorption of a photon at l 570 nm converts a BR molecule from the yellow-absorbing ground state (B) to the relatively long-lived blue-absorbing state (M). The absorption spectra of the B and M states are shown in Fig. 2 . Either thermally activated relaxation processes or the absorption of a blue photon will return the molecule from the M state to the B state, completing the photocycle. The protein part of BR ensures stereoselective and reversible photoisomerization of the retinal chromophore with high quantum yield and without side reactions. A key feature, in the present context, is that one can switch off the forward ͑B ! M͒ and the reverse ͑M ! B͒ photoreactions by lowering the temperature of the BR film. 9, 10, 12 This allows one to write a pattern on the f ilm with a light beam and then read out the pattern without erasure, by using the same light beam.
The temperature dependence of the forward and reverse photoreactions was studied by measurement of the changes in the B-state optical absorbance of BR film illuminated by yellow or blue light. The techniques are similar to those previously described 13 but with measurements made over a wider temperature range. The sample film was mounted in a variabletemperature optical cryostat and could be illuminated with several overlapping light beams, as shown in Fig. 3 . The sample absorbance was measured in situ with a f iber-coupled CCD spectrometer to monitor the spectral transmission of a 5-mW ͞cm 2 white-light probe beam. In the f irst experiment the sample was prepared in the B state and cooled to the desired temperature. Then the sample was illuminated for as long as 10 min with a cw dye laser beam at l 590 nm with an intensity of ϳ100 mW͞cm 2 , and the absorbance change at 560 nm was measured. At temperatures below 150 K a short exposure to an additional 686-nm 100-mW͞cm 2 laser beam was used to drive molecules trapped in the first long-lived intermediate state (K in Fig. 1 ) back into the B state before the absorbance change was measured. In the second experiment the sample was prepared in the M state by use of the 590-nm pump beam and cooled to the desired temperature. Then the sample was illuminated with a 3-ns 1-mJ͞cm 2 f lash of blue light at 410 nm from a pulsed dye laser, and the time course and the amplitude of the absorbance change seen by a 543.5-nm 1-mW͞cm 2 probe laser beam were measured with 50-ns time resolution with a photomultiplier tube and a digital sampling oscilloscope.
The results of these measurements for a wild-type BR-polymer f ilm 0.4 mm thick are shown in Fig. 4 . The f ilm was produced by Bend Research and has peak optical density 2.0 at 570 nm. The film was prepared with high pH to increase the M-state lifetime to 4 s. At temperatures above 200 K both the forward and the reverse photoreactions are fully enabled. The observed absorbance change that was due to the M ! B reverse photoreaction following a light f lash at 290 K is a simple exponential relaxation with t 1/2 150 ns. As the temperature is lowered, the reverse photoreaction becomes slower and the observed transient shows multiexponential relaxation with a wide range of time scales (the relaxation at 170 K is composed of 700-ns and 70-ms components of approximately equal amplitude). Below 100 K the photoreactions are disabled. The forward and the reverse reactions show approximately the same temperature dependence. The f irst step of the forward photoreaction, the transition between B and K, is not blocked, even at 77 K.
Previous research showed that the quantum eff iciencies for the forward and the reverse photoreactions at room temperature are near unity. 9, 10 Therefore, the f luence needed to completely write or erase a BR film with peak absorbance A 2.0 is ϳ10 mJ͞cm 2 at room temperature. The stoichiometry of approximately one photon per molecule per photochromic reaction limits the writing speed of a simple BR memory unless high intensities are used. For neural network applications, in which a succession of small incremental changes in the synaptic weights occurs during training, there is a good match to the slow but f inely graded writing at low intensity by photobleaching that BR offers. Once they are written, it is also important that the synaptic weights be stabilized against erasure by light during operation of the neural network. The degree to which the forward and the reverse photoreactions are disabled at 77 K was determined from the absorbance changes measured following extended periods of illumination with yellow or blue light (2-kJ͞cm 2 or 20-J͞cm 2 f luence, respectively). The total observed absorbance changes at 570 nm were 20.1 or 10.5, respectively, with the absorbance change per unit f luence decreasing steeply as photobleaching proceeded. Extrapolating the observations, the f luence to produce an absorbance change DA 570 2.0 is estimated to be .100 kJ͞cm 2 for the forward reaction, B ! M, and ϳ200 J͞cm 2 for the reverse reaction, M ! B. The corresponding quantum eff iciencies are ,10 27 and ഠ10 24 , respectively. The B ! M photoreaction is effectively disabled at 77 K. BR can be used in construction of the synapses for neurons in an optoelectronic neural network, as shown in Fig. 5 . The input light beams pass through the BR film, where the synaptic weights are written as a pattern of optical transmittance, and the transmitted light beams are summed by a photodetector. An electronic circuit processes the detector output and drives a laser output device. The synaptic weights remain fixed while the BR f ilm is maintained at low temperature. Learning in the neural network is enabled when the temperature of the BR film is raised, so the input light beams can change the transmittance of the BR film. The learning-enabling response time is limited by thermal inertia and can be reduced by use of a pure BR film to minimize the thickness of the synaptic layer. The thermal switching time for a 5-mm-thick BR film with a 3-W͞cm 2 heater is ϳ20 ms. Effective learning rules for modifying the synaptic weights of the network to achieve a desired function are critical to most neural network applications.
14 Signalprocessing functions approaching the sophistication of biological synapses 15 can be achieved if the neuron shown in Fig. 5 is modif ied to send control signals back to the overlying BR synaptic layer. In this example the neuron drives a yellow laser to send information to other neurons and also a blue laser and a heater to control the overlying BR synaptic layer. (Only yellow light is allowed to reach the photodetector, and a red f loodlight for the entire BR f ilm may also be needed to prevent the buildup of a population trapped in the K state.) In this model the temperature and the intensity of the blue light falling upon the BR film increase linearly with the neuron activation. As a result, the effect of a yellow input light beam depends on the degree of neuron activation. Figure 6 shows an example of unsupervised associative learning by this model neuron. With uniform random inputs the synaptic weights remain constant because there is a balance between writing by the yellow input light and erasure by the blue control light at the operating point. This balance is disturbed when some of the synapses have correlated inputs, so synapses with correlated activity are reinforced whereas synapses with uncorrelated activity are weakened. The neuron learns to respond preferentially to inputs with a mutual association. One can freeze the updated pattern of weights at any time by disabling the BR heater. Note that activity-dependent thermal modulation of the BR photoreactions is essential for associative learning. The synapses are independently updated in parallel, saturation of the synaptic weights is avoided because synaptic weights can decrease as well as increase, and the synapses can be as small as the diffraction limit allows.
The BR synapses described here can form a twodimensional array with a density up to 10 8 ͞cm 2 . An advantage of these two-dimensional synapses is that each is distinct and proximate to the neuron that it derives, which permits versatile local control of synaptic modif ication, in contrast to neural networks in which the synaptic weights are stored in distributed form in three dimensions in photorefractive crystals. Simple, compact BR synapses that use thermally gated photochromism are able to store f inely graded analog weights and perform complex signal-processing functions. Synapses with these properties will be key components in large-scale artif icial neural networks.
